Detecting Emotional Stress during Typing Task with Time Pressure
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Abstract—Automated stress detection is important in developing adaptive e-learning systems. Empirical evidence suggests that mouse dynamics and keyboard dynamics analyses can be both effective in user behaviour modelling as well as emotion detection compared to physiological measures and facial expression recognitions, and yet they are far less expensive and considered non-intrusive. This paper investigates how mouse dynamics and keyboard dynamics can be affected by emotional stress, particularly stress induced by time pressure, text length and language familiarity. Our research findings show that longer text and unfamiliar language raise users’ stress perceptions. Demanding job such as long typing task could result in anomalous behaviours once the users have lost motivation. Language familiarity mainly affects keyboard behaviour but text length change mouse behaviour. This shows that there is a good potential of developing an adaptive e-learning system by detecting learners’ emotional stress from keyboard and mouse input.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cognitive load theory (CLT) is an instructional theory that studies human knowledge or cognitive architecture to devise novel, instructional procedures [1]. Therefore it is one of the most influential theories in instructional design [2]. Based on CLT, we can design different measurement techniques to assess mental or cognitive efficiency of a learner or to diagnose the learner’s instructional condition in order to enhance e-learning, such as providing adaptive learning materials, assessing the learner’s performance, or to provide customized assessment [3]. This research presents a preliminary study assessing the potential of developing an automatic analysis of learner’s emotional stress from keyboard and mouse input. It is important to utilize a non-intrusive and cost-effective method to measure learner’s mental state or cognitive load so that the development of an adaptive e-learning system would become more feasible.

The difficulty of our research is there is lack of ground-truth to define emotional stress. Merely using user self-report survey could be easy but it can be erroneous and unreliable, since many people may not even be aware that they are stressed. To be able to measure human stress more effectively, some psychological theories suggest that in a task-specific environment, user stress levels can be varied according to two factors: demand (e.g. excessive demand on worker production, especially to meet a deadline) and control (e.g. lack of control over work processes) [4]. Besides, misfit between job demands and individual capabilities intensifies the stress effect [5]. Therefore, by deliberatively changing the workloads and control of tasks the user stress level can be changed.

To evoke users’ stress in the experiments, there are some methods which are widely adopted, which include mental arithmetic, N-back number recall, time pressure, reading aloud, viewing affective picture or video, emotive text reading and story telling (see [6]–[9]). Among these methods, some are very useful to enable the job demands to be quantified or measured, for example mental arithmetic, N-back number recall and time pressure. However, in the e-learning environment, most of the jobs require text typing (e.g. post discussion). Therefore it is necessary to examine the text effect (the job demands can be varied by text length) on users’ stress perception. Besides, familiarity of the subject matter can affect the students’ performance during online-assessment. According to Tobias et al [10], “content with unfamiliar subjects require a more overt response for optimal learning than does familiar subject matter, as lack of familiarity implies that the responses required by the task may not be in the student’s repertory”. To simulate the familiar and unfamiliar environment, we utilize language familiarity in typing tasks. A research by Hulme et al [11] shows that memory spans for unfamiliar words was lower than the familiar words, due to a depression in the intercept of the recall-speech rate function. Therefore we believe that language familiarity may affect user behaviour (such as typing rhythms) to an extent, even the effect may be small.

To enable us to measure emotional stress that can be evoked in a typing task, we conduct a preliminary research on how keyboard and mouse dynamics could be affected by time pressure, increased job demand (text length) and language familiarity using empirical method. Section II presents the background study of keyboard and mouse dynamics analyses. Section III outlines the design and methodology of this research. Section IV shows the statistical results. Section V provides some in-depth discussions of the results. Lastly, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

Much research of human-computer interaction (HCI) has been done to measure or detect changes of stress level of a person. To classify stress versus non-stress conditions, besides the traditional social science research methods, the most common approaches are physiological measurements [8], [12]–[17] and...
facial physiological measures and facial expression recognition have high accuracy rates, but the assessments could be obtrusive, requiring additional equipment (which can be costly), and are often labor or computationally intensive [6], [24]. To eliminate the downsides of both methods above, several research utilized mouse behaviour or keyboard behaviour analyses. To model user behaviour using keystroke dynamics, various attributes that can be extracted from the typing pattern of a user must be collected and examined, which include how quickly they type (keystroke speed), the duration of a key is pressed (Down-Up time), the latency between successive keypresses (Down-Down time), the key-press ordering, the usage of shift keys, deletion keys (backspace key and delete key) [25]. In a research by Vizer et al [6], which monitored users’ cognitive and physical stress using keystroke dynamics and free-text analysis, the results show that users demonstrated different typing behaviours such as changes of patterns in key latency, keystroke speed, delete keys, navigation keys and other keys (such as letter and number keys). Therefore stress detection through keystroke dynamics and free-text analysis is possible. Some research has been carried to study the effects of stress on influencing users’ physiological reactions when using a mouse. Research by Wahlström et al [14] showed that users would demonstrate increased physiological and psychological reactions using a computer mouse if they work under time pressure and verbal provocation. Similarly, Heiden et al [15] proved that if a user works under time pressure and precision demands, it would have caused a decrease in forearm muscle oxygenation when using a mouse. Some research use mouse dynamics analyses to model user behaviour. Pusara and Brodley [26] used mouse dynamics to detect anomalous behaviour through a user’s mouse movement. Tsoulouhas et al [27] detected boredom of students caused by the presentation of a course. Their research demonstrated that mouse movement speed, inactivity occurrences and durations, and movement directions would change significantly for users who reported boredom in contrast to those who did not. The research also shows the best results (with FAR 2.7586%) in which the movements of the mouse are recorded with the intervals of 10 seconds. Although many people may not relate boredom to stress, nevertheless when users feel ‘rustout’, or under stimulation, it has a very negative effect, often producing boredom, fatigue and dissatisfaction, which is also known as understress [28], [29]. Therefore, we believe that user would demonstrate different behaviour when they work under stress conditions, and the changes of the mouse dynamics and keyboard dynamics could be detected.

Many limitations would exist when analysing mouse dynamics or keyboard dynamics alone. Unlike the human biometric measures such as finger print and iris, mouse and keyboard convey an unstructured and very small amount of information. Moreover, this information may vary not only because of the intrinsic variability of behavioural characteristics, but because different devices can be used, different environmental conditions exist, and when the users are working on one device, the other would be idle for long time [30]. In order to deal with the instability of the mouse movements and typing behaviours, there are several restrictions that must be done. First, the users must use normal, external and common mouse and keyboard devices during the experiments. Secondly, it is important to control the text length in order to examine its effect on the typing rhythms. Most research in the field of keystroke analysis limit the experiments to produce samples from structured and predefined text. Many researchers strived to work with relatively short sample phrases, such as username and password [31]–[37]. Nevertheless there were a few research used free and long text in user authentication research. For instance Gunetti and Picardi [30] obtained samples of average 800 characters long and their result was reaching a False Alarm Rate (FAR) of less than 5% and an Impostor Pass Rate (IPR) of 0.00489%. Shimshon et al [38] used text samples of 433 to 1034 keystrokes in their research and they obtained FAR of 0.41% and IPR of 0.63%. Therefore keyboard dynamics analysis could be equally effective by using both fixed text and free text, regardless the length of the text (provided the text length produces enough data for analysis).

The other problem of analysing keyboard dynamics is to deal with the variability of individual typing skills. According to Davidson et al [39], typing speed has been closely related to how far ahead a typist looks in the text while typing. The typing speed will increase if the typist is able to look far ahead, which allows superior preparation and optimization of typing movement. Additionally, by exerting full concentration, individuals can increase their typing speed by 10-20%. When individuals engage in deliberated activities that are specially designed to increase their typing speed, such as setting time pressure, typists would usually find them too demanding. This practice involves actively pushing performance beyond its reliable limits, often lead to mistakes as old habits are broken.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Formulation of User Behaviour, Mouse Behaviour and Keyboard Behaviour

Our research begins by hypothesizing that emotional stress can be detected through acquisition and analysis of three datasets, by inducing different stress levels through time pressure (Timing), and typing task (Question) with various text length (Text Length) and language familiarity (Familiarity). We identified the 3 datasets as user behaviour (B(U)), mouse behaviour (B(M)) and keyboard behaviour (B(K)).

Firstly, B(U) is defined as follows:

\[
B(U) = < TD, PA, Err, SP > \quad (1)
\]

\[TD = \text{the duration to complete one task (milliseconds (ms))} \]
\[PA = \text{Passive attempt that includes the attempt to give up} \]
\[Err = \text{the number of typing errors, including missing words and punctuation marks, and spelling errors} \]
\[SP = \text{the stress level score for each task, which is obtained from the user’s self evaluation report (7-point Likert scale).} \]

Secondly, B(M), a dataset that captures the following mouse features in each task, is defined as follows.

\[
B(M) = < MS, MID, MIO, MC > \quad (2)
\]

\[MS = \text{Average mouse speed (pixels per ms)} \]
\[MID = \text{Total mouse inactivity duration (ms)} \]
\[MIO = \text{Total mouse inactivity occurrences} \]
\[MC = < MCL, MCR >, \text{which is a dataset that consists of left click rate per ms (MCL) and right click rate per ms (MCR)} \]

\[1^\text{MCR was removed later due to no data} \]
Lastly we define the keyboard behaviour \((B(K))\) as a dataset that captures the keyboard features for each task, as follows:

\[
B(K) = \langle KL, KS, EK \rangle 
\] (3)

\(KL = \text{Average keystroke latency (Down-Down time) (ms)}\)

\(KS = \text{Average keystroke speed per key (per second)}\)

\(EK = BSK + DK^2\), the total occurrences of error keys used \((EK)\), which includes backspace \((BSK)\) and delete \((DK)\) keys

B. Experiment Setup

1) Hardware and Software: A program was written in Java to capture mouse raw data so that \(B(M)\) can be computed. For every mouse click, the local time in milliseconds (ms) would be recorded. For every 10 ms, the mouse location would be captured and its respective time in milliseconds would be recorded. A separate program was written in VB.NET later in order to acquire the virtual-key codes generated by the Windows platform to compute \(B(K)\). To protect user’s privacy, the virtual-key codes were transformed into special codes automatically by the program. For instance, a number key or a letter key was recorded as “k”, but the actual key-code pressed by the user was not stored. Once a key was pressed, the local time in milliseconds (ms) would be recorded. To simulate an online-assessment environment, an imitation of an online-assessment website was built. Six different typing tasks were set with different text length. Three questions were set in English (as familiar language), and the others were in German (as unfamiliar language). The requirements of the typing tasks are shown in Table I.

In terms of hardware, all the computers in the computer laboratory were equipped with Windows 7, 3.10GHz CPU, 4GB RAM, 17” monitor with the resolution of 1024x768 pixels, external standard QWERTY HID keyboard and external HID-compliant mouse. The imitation website would run on Google Chrome by default.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Text Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Familiarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>familiar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>unfamiliar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>familiar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>unfamiliar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>long</td>
<td>familiar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>long</td>
<td>unfamiliar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Procedures: To determine the time limit to be given to the participants, we conducted a pilot test. From our initial pilot test of 13 samples, we obtained the average durations to complete Question 3 and Question 4 were about 26730 ms and 30602 ms respectively. The mean for them to complete Question 5 was 30247 ms, with 100% of them obtained more than 40 typing errors; while the mean to complete Question 6 was 24952 ms, with 76.92% of them obtained more than 40 typing errors, and the rest chose to give up. Therefore to enforce time pressure, we set 30 seconds time limit the experimental group to complete each task. The reason to set much longer text for Question 5 and Question 6 was to induce more stress under time pressure (which it is impossible to complete 63 words within 30 seconds without any error).

Longer text is also believed to lead to boredom, tiredness and fatigue, and this may ultimately results in ultimate stress point that the users can endure. We examine the chance of anomalies occurrences if ultimate stress point (or endurance limit) is reached.

All participants were required to run the experiments in a computer laboratory. They were given the same set of typing tasks. Before the participants started typing, instructions were displayed on the screen and they must provide their consensus in order to continue the experiments. Each question was displayed on individual page. On each page of the question, a “give up” button was given so that if the participants did not wish to continue the question they may choose to skip it. If a participant had chosen to give up, the number of PA would increase to one. When the participants were ready to start, they need to press the start button, and a unique code would be generated randomly and automatically by the website to represent their identities. Then the first question would be revealed so that they can start typing. The start time (in milliseconds) would be recorded automatically. Upon completion, the users must use the mouse device to submit the task. When the participants submitted the task, the end time (in milliseconds) would be recorded, and a survey form would be displayed. They must complete the survey form to indicate their perceptions of how much stress they felt when typing the text (1 for strongly disagree and 7 for strongly agree). At the same time \(B(U)\), \(B(M)\) and \(B(K)\) were computed based on the recorded raw data and stored in the database. The second question would be displayed next once they submitted the form, the start time would be recorded and the subsequent process would be repeated until the last question.

3) The Control Group and Experimental Group: Seventy-seven year-2 students from Bachelor Degree in Computer Science and Bachelor Degree in Information Technology were recruited based on voluntarily basis without any incentive. All of them passed the English test in Malaysian Certificate of Education, but none of them knew the German language. We filtered out 17 invalid samples (due to missing cases or outliers) and we analysed the data from 60 of them (aged between 18 to 24 years old, 90% male). The valid samples were divided into 2 groups. For control group, 30 of them were required to type the predefined texts of all 6 questions without any time constraint. The other 30 participants in the experimental group were given 30 seconds time limit for each question. The page would be submitted automatically if they could not complete the task on time.

IV. STATISTICAL RESULTS

We used Levene’s test to ensure homogeneity between the two subject groups in our experiments. However due to Levene’s test can be sensitive to detect even small departures from homogeneity and the assumption of normality [40]. \(TD\) and \(MID\) were transformed using \(\text{Log10}\) function. Besides, no one used right mouse click and delete key for the entire experiment. Therefore, we excluded the features of \(DK\) and \(MCR\) from the analyses. We started our analyses by examining the frequency of the users who had completed the tasks without any error (\(Err = 0\)). The frequency is given in Table II. The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) [41] test shows that \(Err\) is significantly different according to Timing and Question (both...
TABLE II. NUMBER OF USERS WITH ZERO MISTAKES (Err = 0)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timing=0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing=1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with $p = 0.00$). It is interesting to note that although we predicted that no one should be able to complete Question 5 and Question 6 in the experimental group, however the number of participants who scored $Err = 0$ is still high. In terms of the number of students who chose to give up during the typing task, we observed that the number did not increase until the participants reached Question 5, which 5% of them gave up Question 5 while 10% gave up Question 6 (all of them had attempted Question 1 to Question 4). It is also very interesting to note that we also observed that the students started to cheat from Question 5 onwards (where they copied-and-pasted the text directly to the text box instead of typing). This is further supported by statistical evidence. Based on the users who obtained perfect score ($Err = 0$) for Question 5 and Question 6, 95.08% of them used less than 20 seconds to complete the task (and 100% spent less than 30 seconds). Also, there were a total of 50 participants submitted Q5 and Q6 within 20 seconds, including those who were not given any time pressure. This phenomenon shows that when the users are given long text, even they are not pressured by time, the job will still be considered too demanding ($SP$ is higher at Question 5 and 6). Therefore they are considered to have behaved anomalously at Question 5 and Question 6, possibly due to loss of motivation. Since $PA$ and $Err$ did not provide accurate data due to the anomalies in Question 5 and Question 6, therefore we excluded them from subsequent analyses.

We tested the main effects of the Question and Timing factors to $SP$ using ANOVA. According to Figure 1, the lowest mean of $SP$ is Question 1 ($\mu = 2.70$) and the highest is Question 6 ($\mu = 5.62$). $SP$ increased when Question increased. However, Timing has no effect on $SP$ and there is no interaction effect between Question and Timing ($p = 0.446$), which indicates that even the users were given time pressure, they had no different stress perceptions compared to those without time pressure. Although Timing does not change $SP$ significantly, it does change some features of $B(M)$ and $B(K)$. Table III shows the effects of Timing factor to these features. Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) [40] tests show that Timing significantly affects $TD$, $MS$, $MIO$, $KS$ and $KL$, but it does not affect $MID$, $MCL$ and $EK$. To analyse how the variations between Question affects the $B(U)$, $B(M)$ and $B(K)$, we performed Tukey Post Hoc Test. The results show that Question is a significant effect on all features except $MCL$ ($p = 0.34$), as illustrated in Figure 2 to Figure 4. The arrow markers in each graph show the significant changeover point.

TABLE III. MANOVA TESTS OF THE BETWEEN-SUBJECTS EFFECTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Behaviour</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>B(U)</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td>0.0272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>0.6788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>0.0267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B(M)</td>
<td>MID</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MIO</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>0.4571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B(K)</td>
<td>KS</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KL</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EK</td>
<td>0.1783</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Highlighted cell indicates that the effect is significant at the level of $p < 0.05$.

Fig. 1. Stress Perception ($SP$) increased according to Question. The differences between questions are significant at $p < 5e^{-18}$ level.

Fig. 2. Mean Plots of User Behaviour Features according to Question and Timing factors.
between classes. For instance, in the graph for SP in Figure 2, there are significant changes after Question 2 and Question 4. In the graph for TD, the duration increased significantly after Question 2, and then it decreased significantly after Question 4 and Question 5. To relate back to the anomalies occurred at Question 5, the graphs in Figure 2 and Figure 3 further supports our analysis. Besides anomalous results obtained in PA and Err, we could also observe anomalies occur after Question 4. As shown in Figure 2, TD drops despite increase of Text Length. Similarly in Figure 3, anomalous behaviours of MS, MID and MIO could be observed after Question 4. However no anomalies could not be seen from B(K).

Since Question appears to be the only main effect that affects SP, we then analysed how the characteristics of the Question affect the behaviours. MANOVA tests were performed to verify the differences between Text Length and Familiarity. Besides verifying the significant effects of the two factors, we examined their interaction effects. Table IV shows the degree of confidence of each factor affecting B(U), B(M) and B(K). The effects of Text Length and Familiarity are significant, nevertheless there is no interaction between the 2 factors. In addition, high Wilks Lambda value [40] indicates that Familiarity only provides small amount of effects in changing the behaviours. However, this is sufficient for us to conclude that language familiarity does affect human behaviour, particularly in typing task, even the effect is small. Table V shows the results of the between-subjects effects. Text Length significantly changes B(U) and B(M), except MCL. But Text Length does not affect B(K) at all. This indicates that user’s typing behaviour is not affected by the Text Length. This also explains the reason why anomalies could not be observed through B(K) despite increase of text length in Question 5 and Question 6. On the other hand, Familiarity affects B(U) and B(K), but it does not affect B(M) (except MIO). To sum, B(M) is affected by Text Length but not Familiarity, while B(K) is affected by Familiarity but not Text Length. Figure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Significance, p-value</th>
<th>Wilks’s Lambda, λ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text Length</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.5423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.8530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Length * Familiarity</td>
<td>0.3069</td>
<td>0.9430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Highlighted cell indicates that the effect is significant at p < 0.05 level.

5 and Figure 6 demonstrate the responses of the B(U) and B(M) features according to Text Length and Familiarity. Note that TD, MID, and MIO demonstrate anomalous pattern when it reaches word length of 63 (which are Question 5 and Question 6). Nevertheless, by focusing only the short and medium word length (5 and 20 respectively), we could observe that when Text Length increased, TD, SP and MID increased, but MS and MIO decreased. Figure 7 illustrates the responses of the B(K) features according to Text Length and Familiarity. No significant changes can be observed when Text Length is increased. However in terms of Familiarity, KS and EK are
TABLE V. MANOVA TESTS OF THE BETWEEN-SUBJECTS EFFECTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Behaviour</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text Length</td>
<td>B(U)</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>0.0267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MID</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MIO</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>0.7752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B(M)</td>
<td>KS</td>
<td>0.2236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KL</td>
<td>0.5353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EK</td>
<td>0.4164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B(K)</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td>0.0221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>0.0162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MID</td>
<td>0.1461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MIO</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>0.7083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KS</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KL</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EK</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI. CORRELATION BETWEEN FEATURES

| Question Length | SP ✓ | TD ✓ | MS ✓ | MID ✓ | MIO ✓ | MCL ✓ | KS ✓ | KL ✓ | EK ✓ |
| Question Familiarity | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ |
| SP | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ |
| TD | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ |
| MS | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ |
| MID | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ |
| MIO | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ |
| MCL | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ |
| KS | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ |
| KL | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ |
| EK | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ | ✓ ✓ |

Significant correlation exists between two features at $p < 0.05$ (2-tailed) level if it is ticked ✓. Highlighted cell indicates negative correlation coefficient.

...significantly lower but KL is higher when the users typed in unfamiliar language. This explains that when users type the text in unfamiliar language, their average SP would be higher (see Figure 5). When SP increased, KL would become higher while KS and EK become lower. In terms of typing skill, the average completion duration per word dropped 62.35% from Question 2 to Question 3, as well as an increase of 25.03% of keystroke speed from Question 2 to Question 3, both signify increase of typing performance when Text Length increased.

To further analyse the relationships between all features, we ran Pearson Correlation Test. Due to the outliers given in Question 5 and Question 6, we only tested the correlation using Question 1 to Question 4 (see Table VI). From the results, MCL is not correlated to any features of B(K) nor B(U), except TD and MID. When TD increased, MCL decreased. This shows that users would reduce the number of left mouse click when they spend longer duration on the typing task. EK is only correlated to TD and MID, but it is not correlated to SP and Question. Both Text Length and Familiarity are correlated to SP. Increase of Text Length will increase SP, but increase of Familiarity reduces SP. Besides, SP is correlated to TD, MID, MIO, KS and KL, but it is not correlated to MS, MCL and EK. When SP increased, MID and KL would increase but MIO and KS would drop relatively. Therefore this shows that cognitive stress can be detected by observing the $B(U)$, $B(M)$ and $B(K)$. Besides, unifying both mouse and keyboard dynamics analyses is useful as they are actually correlated.

Fig. 5. Mean Plots of $B(U)$ according to Text Length and Familiarity.

V. DISCUSSIONS

A summary of the observations based on the results are given below.

A. Main Factors

**Question:** Question produces significant effects on SP. The increment of text length in the Question always leads to higher SP. Users score highest SP when the Question is combined with long text and unfamiliar language.

**Timing:** Time pressure has no effect on SP and it has no interaction effect with Question, which indicates that even the users are given time pressure, they have no different stress perceptions to those without time pressure. However, Timing changes TD and B(K) significantly. This shows that time pressure pushes users to complete a task faster, although it may lead to more typing mistakes (increased Err).

**Text Length:** The increment of Text Length increases SP. Although Text Length has no significant effect on B(K), but the average completion duration per word by the users dropped and KS increased when the number of words increased from 5 to 20. Both suggest that the performance of task completion increased when Text Length increased.
Fig. 6. Mean Plots of Mouse Behaviour Features according to Text Length (number of words) and Familiarity. Note that MCL is not significantly affected by Text Length and Familiarity.

Familiarity: Low familiarity of the language increases $SP$ and reduces $MIO$ and $KS$. When the users are unfamiliar with the language, they tend to type slower. Despite that, there is no significant difference in terms of $TD$. The possible reason is when the users are familiar with the language, the attempt to correct their typing errors before submission would increase

Fig. 7. Mean Plots of Keyboard Behaviour Features according to Text Length (number of words) and Familiarity.

(as $EK$ increased), and this increases $TD$.

B. User Behaviour ($B(U)$)

$SP$: Users score higher $SP$ for unfamiliar language. The increment of word length also leads to higher $SP$. If we relate the features of $B(M)$ and $B(K)$ to $SP$, higher $SP$ leads to higher $MID$ and $KL$, but lower $MIO$, $MS$ and $KS$.

$TD$: The increment of $TD$ leads to higher $SP$. It is also
correlated to almost all features except MS. This suggests that if the users need to spend longer time to complete a task, their perceptions of stress will increase, and their behaviours of using mouse and keyboard would change relatively.

**PA**: PA has no change until the participants reached Question 5. It is also very interesting to note that the students started to “cheat” from this point onwards, and this was further supported by statistical evidence. Therefore we consider that Question 5 is where the users have started losing motivation to continue the task. This can be explained by a few reasons, which include (1) high demand of task length that exceeds their estimated effort to complete the task, (2) time constraint and projected high TD, which reduces their estimated probability of success, (3) the task is beyond their acceptable effort to invest, and (4) the aversiveness of the task cause fatigue and tiredness to the students at the end of the experiments. However, we still believe that when the users are given longer text, even they are not pressured by time constraint, the job will still be considered too demanding (SP increased).

**Err**: When the demand of job increased according to Question, the number of users with \( E_{\text{rr}} = 0 \) dropped. The number of users who did not make any mistakes is obviously lower when they were given time pressure. This suggests to us that when job demand increased, more users will make more errors, this is worse if they are given time pressure. However, even some users obtained perfect score for Question 5 and Question 6, most of them did not actually type the text (but copy-and-paste).

**C. Mouse Behaviour (B(M))**

**MS**: MS decreased when users perceive higher SP although the correlation is not significant. MS is significantly affected by Timing and Text Length but not Familiarity. Increase of Text Length results in slower MS.

**MID**: MID is correlated to almost all features, except MCL. MID is affected by Text Length but not Timing and Familiarity. Increased Text Length results in higher MID.

**MIO**: MIO is mainly correlated to B(U) and other B(M) features (except MCL) but not B(K) (except KL). MIO is affected by Timing, Text Length and Familiarity. MIO decreased when Text Length increased. It would also decrease if Familiarity decreased.

**MC**: No one used MCR at all in the entire experiment. For MCL, it is not correlated to any features of B(K) nor B(U), except TD and MID. When TD increased, MCL decreased. This shows that users reduce the number of left mouse click when they spend long duration on typing task. MCL decreased when MID increased.

**D. Keyboard Behaviour (B(K))**

**KS**: KS is significantly affected by Timing. Interestingly the participants who were given time pressure typed slower than those without time pressure. One possible reason is the results may be affected by other uncontrolled factors. Examples include (1) the users in the control group may experience other kind of time pressure incurred by external environment; (2) the students in the experimental group probably were not taking the experiments seriously; or (3) the students in the control group possessed better typing skills than those in the experimental group. KS is also affected by Familiarity. Users tend to type slower when they are unfamiliar with the language. This suggests that the users are not able to anticipate the upcoming words in unfamiliar language, such as German, and this affects their associated key presses. However, KS is not affected by Text Length. KS does not change significantly even Text Length has been increased. KS is lower when SP increased. KS is also correlated to MID, shows that when the users are busy pressing the keys, the mouse idle duration will be longer.

**KL**: Similar to KS, KL is affected by Timing and Familiarity but not Text Length. KL is also correlated to SP, TD, MID, MIO and KS. KL increased when SP increased.

**EK**: No one used DK at all in the entire experiment, therefore EK solely contains BSK. EK is only correlated to TD and MID, but it is not correlated to SP and Question. EK is high when Familiarity is high, indicates that users tend to make more corrections when they are familiar with the language. One of the reasons is the users can identify the errors easily when they are more familiar with the language. Another possible reason is that the capability of the browser (such as Google Chrome) that enables English spelling checking helps the users to spot the spelling error(s). Therefore it is important to switch off the capabilities of spelling and grammar checking before the experiment is conducted. Besides, EK is not affected by Text Length (as shown in Figure 7, the mean of a user using an error key is always less than one regardless the length of the text).

**E. Using B(U), B(M) and B(K) in Emotional Stress Detection**

Text Length mainly affects B(U) and B(M) but not B(K). Familiarity affects B(U) and B(K) but not B(M). This information provides us some guides in order to design an automated human behaviour model. First we should mainly look into B(U) and B(M) features if the typing tasks involve changes in length. If TD increased, and at the same time MID increased but MS and MIO decreased, while there are no changes in B(K) features, then we could infer that the typing task demand has been increased. Secondly, to assess how familiar of the user with the task, we should look into B(U) and B(K) features. If the user is familiar with the typing task (such as language), this should show increment of MIO, KS and EK, drop in KL and no significant differences for other B(M) features. In our research, MCL may not be useful as an indicator in stress perception prediction, but the correlation results could still have provided a link, i.e. increase of TD results in decrease of MCL. If TD increases SP, then decrease of MCL may also mean increase of SP if TD also increased.

Generally, our research shows some important information in stress detection. Firstly, longer text length increases SP. Users also perceive higher stress if they are unfamiliar with the language. Time pressure does not necessarily affect how users perceive stress. Secondly, the correlations show that users perceive higher stress if they need to take longer time to complete the task. Therefore we can infer that SP should increase if TD increased. Thirdly, when the task complexity changed (such as Text Length and Familiarity), we could observe some changes in B(M) and B(K). Higher SP generally
results in lower MS, MIO and KS, but higher MID and KL. Therefore, when the users are stressed, they would move the mouse slower and type slower. Lastly, the anomalies of the behaviours could suggest us when the users have reached an ultimate stress point or have lost motivation. For instance, TD and MID started to drop while MIO increased at Question 5, although the users perceived even higher stress for Question 5 and Question 6. Therefore the projection of the emotional stress level could only be valid as long as the students are still motivated to continue the task. Once anomalous behaviours are detected according to the projection of stress perception, then an adaptive system could be activated to motivate the students to continue their tasks.

VI. CONCLUSION

Our research findings show that users’ emotional stress can affect keyboard dynamics and mouse dynamics. The correlation between mouse behaviour and keyboard behaviour indicates that the unification of both methods are useful than utilizing a single method alone. Longer text and unfamiliar language raise users’ stress perceptions. Demanding job such as long typing task could result in anomalous behaviours once the user has lost motivation. Language familiarity does affect human behaviour and keyboard behaviour, even though the effect is small. Text length change mouse behaviour but not keyboard behaviour. Higher stress perception generally results in lower mouse speed, mouse idle occurrences and keystroke speed, but higher mouse idle duration and keystroke latency. This stress detection model will be used as the basis to construct a computational algorithm for detecting user’s emotional stress in our future research.

However, our research is not without limitations. First, the sample size is small, which only consists of 30 students in each group, therefore we may not be able to generalize the findings. More rigorous experiments need to be conducted to verify the stress model. Secondly, homogeneity cannot be assumed between questions due to outliers and anomalies in Question 5 and Question 6. Thirdly, different users have different typing skills, and their typing abilities could have affected the results. Lastly, the results may also be affected by external environmental factors, such as external time pressure, participants’ mood, and the motivation of the participants to continue the experiments. Lastly, our future work aims to design an automated stress detection system that can be implemented in an adaptive e-learning system.
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